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Falke 80 & 90 automatic loading tap
June 5 2009 at 12:53 AM

 Garvin  (Premier Login Garvin2)
 Owner

A query on the South African airgun web site www.airrifle.co.za has prompted me to post some pics showing how the automatic loading tap on the Falkes 80 and 90 works. 
 
It seems that some of the more worn examples have lost the ability to open the tap automatically on cocking. The only one I've seen with this fault had a broken spur - the small flat piece
of metal fixed into the end of the sliding rod connected to the cocking link, which engages with a plate fixed on the breech plug and rotates the loading tap by 90 degrees from horizontal
to vertical, acting as a safety device if the piston was released prematurely and speeding up the loading process. 

  
Another cause of malfunction could be damage to the plate attached directly to the breech plug - the plate which locks in the little ball detent that makes the tap click into "open" and
"closed" positions. 

  
Pic 1 - the loading tap in "closed" position before cocking. The "actuating spur" is highlighted: 

  

 
  

Pics 2-4 - the loading tap being opened in three stages: 
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Barry.
 (Login Barrynz)

 Falke Forum moderators

Re: Falke 80 & 90 automatic loading tap June 5 2009, 5:50 AM 

 
Does the Falke action differ from the BSA Airsporter action? 

 Barry
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 Owner

The BSA tap design looks similar June 5 2009, 1:35 PM 

 
Barry but it's possible Falke refined it slightly. Here is a pic from the BSA patent application, dated, Sept 18th 1945. I don't know if this exact design
was adopted for the early Airsporters. 
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